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Past month has been a 

volatile month for 

Indian Equity Market !

Month Ending September2022

There has been lot of selling pressure from

internal as well as external investors, in

view of un-controllable inflation and rising

interest rate in US.

Back in our country also, RBI had to follow

the upward hike in interest rate to match

the rising interest rate in US and to

manage the sales pressure on Rupee.

Next Decade  
belongs to India !
Remain Invested & 
remain Calm
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As a layman , you should know one thing –

the fall is not on the back drop of any thing

bad or downfall in the corporate earnings,

rather the earnings have even improved as

compared to previous quarter. The fall is

completely attributed to the dis- balance

in liquidity flow in the Indian Equity Market.

So our house view is still bullish, in medium

to long term.

In many of our previous publications, we

have explained the reasons and logics

which guarantees the top 3 slot for India in

next decade. Our GDP growth ,

manufacturing growth, China +1 advantage

and now Europe +1 advantage have set the

story on right premises. So the stage is all

set – you just need to be calm to get the

best out of it !!

Read more about our investment gyan and 

other wealth making ideas..

HappyDussehraand  

DurgaPoojatoyou!

Never depend 

On single 

incOme. Make 

investment tO

create a secOnd 

incOme

Mr.MukeshGupta
Founder,CA

WCSecurities PvtLtd
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Government-Separate Trading of Registered

Interest and Principal Securities

( STRIPS)

Simplifying

STRIPS

G-SEC STRIPS are ideal for all

investors right from low-risk

appetite investors like Retail

customers, Pension and

Insurance companies to high-risk

appetite investors like hedge

fund
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Unlike G Sec which offers a half-

yearly coupon, G Sec strips don't

offer coupons. The payment is

only at maturity which includes

interest payments and principal

(similar to cumulative FDs).
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Advantage of G Sec Strips

FD Vs Strips

1. G Sec Strips fare better than

FDs – both bank and corporate

FD, in terms of net gain post

tax. For example, (data as on 30

Aug 2022) a December 16, 2024,

maturity STRIP security trades

at ₹86.60 and on maturity will

give the investor ₹100,

transforming into a yield of

6.6%. A STRIP security maturing

on the same date in 2030 trades

at ₹55.83, translating into a

yield of 7.15%

2. While a fixed deposit of 1-2

years with HDFC Bank or the

post office gives a 5.5%

return, a similar tenure STRIPS

could offer 6.9%. A 5-10-year

deposit with HDFC Bank yields

5.75%, compared with 7-7.5%

for STRIPS.

Taxation

1. Since they are zero coupon bonds,

appreciation on STRIPS is considered a

capital gain.

2. If the gain is held for a period of

more than three years, it will be

considered a long-term capital

gain and will be taxed accordingly.

3. If held for less than three years,

he added, the gains would be taxed

as per the income slab of the holder
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Chapter - 1: Investment Gyan
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When US is moving towards recession,

Europe is short of energy supply, Russia-

Ukraine is creating shortage of

semiconductors and many smaller countries

are almost declared bankrupt…..what is

there for India and Indian Investors ?

This is the key question in the mind of every

Equity investors . How can India remain

isolated from these global events and crisis ?

Should I redeem or withdraw all my equity

assets and remain outside ? Should I switch

my Equity funds to Debt funds ? …..etc

You will easily get the answer, if you will

understand the logic and reasoning on

‘Why India will be third world’s largest

economy in next 10 Years ?’

So let me put down few interesting facts

here, to win your conviction about the

upcoming Golden decade of India.

Indian Manufacturing  

capabilities & shift of 

orders from China and  

even Europe.

Robust corporate earnings  

due to well established

consumption story.

Fast growing  

Infrastructure Story.

Focus and serious attempt  

towards Green energy
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Indian Manufacturing capabilities 

and shift of orders from China and 

even Europe :

Coined way back in 2013, it is a global business strategy.

China-Plus-One, or just Plus One refers to a strategy in which

companies avoid investing only in China and diversify their

businesses to alternative destinations.

Where did the need for it arise from? For the last 30 years,

Western companies have invested heavily in China, attracted

by its low labor and production costs, as well as the

considerable and growing size of its domestic consumer

market. Leading to an overconcentration of their business

interests in China.

In late July, a grouping of 18 economies, including India, the

US, and the European Union, unveiled a roadmap for

establishing collective supply chains that would be resilient

in the long term. The roadmap also included steps to counter

supply chain dependencies and vulnerabilities. This can be

seen as a part of the overall China-plus-one strategy. India is

the major beneficiary in the whole event and has started

showing result in terms of becoming Number 1 or 2 in the

manufacturing of many products like – Mobile Phones etc.

In view of Gas shortage in Europe, due to anti NATO action

by Russia, India has become a very important destination for

them too, to shift some of their important manufacturing

stations to India.

Robust corporate earnings due

to well established consumption

story:

Rising wages, sustained growth and political

stability have catalyzed the evolution of India

consumption patterns, where individuals, along

with the necessities, are spending more on health,

education, leisure, technology, and lifestyle

products.

During the last decade, household consumption in

India grew 13% year on year to reach $151.25 bn in

2019, a Boston Consulting Group report said. With

increasing affluence, a gradually more upwardly

mobile population and an empowering macro-

economic environment, the number is likely to grow

further in the next few decades.
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The Indian economy will grow at average real GDP growth of 6% from 2022-

2030. It replaced the U.K. to become the world’s fifth largest economy in terms

of market exchange rates in March-end

Fast growing Infrastructure Story :

India plans to spend US$ 1.4 trillion on infrastructure through
‘National Infrastructure Pipeline’ in the next five years. In FY21,
infrastructure activities accounted for 13% share of the total FDI
inflows of US$ 81.72 billion. India will need to construct 43,000
houses every day until 2022 to achieve the vision of Housing for All
by 2022.

Hundreds of new cities need to be developed over the next
decade. Over the next 10 years, demand for urban freight is
predicted to increase by 140%. Final-mile freight transit in Indian
cities accounts for 50% of the total logistics expenditures in the
country's increasing e-commerce supply chains. India is expected
to become the third-largest construction market globally by 2022.
Indian logistics market is estimated to touch US$ 320 billion by
2025.

Focus and serious attempt towards

Green energy :

Renewable energy now forms a quarter of India’s total installed

power capacity – 110 gigawatts as of March 2022 – and accounts

for 13%of the country’s electricity generation.

Under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement, India set ambitious

targets to produce 50% of its electricity from renewable sources

and install 450GW of renewable energy capacity by 2030.

A total of 65.6GW of solar and wind capacity has been added to the

grid since the beginning of the fiscal year (FY) 2015/16.
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India is on course to become the world’s third-largest economy after the U.S. and China by 2030 on rapid
population growth and healthy manufacturing sectors, says a report. As per the updated estimates of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), India has overtaken the U.K. to become the world’s fifth largest economy at
market exchange rates.

"Looking ahead, India looks set to continue its march up the global rankings," says a note by Shilan Shah,
senior economist at Capital Economics. The Indian economy will grow at average real GDP growth of 6% from
2022-2030. China and the U.S., on the other hand, will see average real GDP growth of 2% and 2.7%,
respectively, shows Capital Economics data.

Emerging markets with rapid population growth, healthy manufacturing sectors or those that stand to benefit
from the greening of the global economy, will also jump up the GDP league table, says the note.

The sting in the tail is that, at an aggregate level, income convergence with developed markets will be slower
than it has been in the past couple of decades, says Shah.

India became the world's fifth largest economy in the world in March-end 2022 after it replaced the U.K., which
also ruled the Indian sub-continent for around 200 years, shows the Bloomberg data based on the IMF database
and historic exchange rates.

So don’t miss this wealth creation opportunity from India. The decade is ours and we need to stay invested to
reap the benefit. For any guidance on the right alignment of your Risk appetite vs Investment Products, simply
get in touch with us for a personalized session.
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Chapter -2: Market Indicators
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For month ending September 2022
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Note : This is not a single scheme Fund Performance. This is an Avg. performance of all the funds in

same category across the MF Industry. However, performance may be different for different scheme

under same category. Please check with your advisor for the TOP performing funds in above category

for the last one year.
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Source -Morning Star as on 30th September 2022
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Chapter -3: Inspiring  

Investment Story

How to create a passive Income through 

‘Dynamic AssetAllocation Fund’?

Now at the increased portfolio, Mr Srikanth can easily withdraw 40k per month, if desired. Moreover, his
conviction about Dynamic Asset Allocation Fund has made him move his another Rs 20 Lakhs lying in FD,
towards these schemes.

Learning from the story : Dynamic Asset Allocation Funds manages the investment Risk by way of
rebalancing between Debt and Equity ratio of the portfolio. If you have 2-3 year on your side and is
willing to create a corpus for regular Annuity, then such funds are the best. With low on Tax and
anytime liquidity, this is a scheme every retiree or annuity seeker should invest in !

Explore more about the Risk factors and other details about ‘Dynamic Asset Allocation Funds’ by
simply calling us or visiting for one to one meeting

We met Mr. Shrikanth around 6 years back when he was 46 Yrs of age and wanted to learn about
creating a passive Income ! Generally an investor choose the traditional products like Bank FD, NSC etc
to create a passive Income. But there are lot of issues related to such investments :

- Such investment Income are taxable as per the Income Slab, and

-There is no capital appreciation in such investments, hence inflation eats up into capital over a
period of time.

Hence, I explained him about the ‘Dynamic Asset Allocation Funds’ which is popularly known as

‘BalancedAdvantage Fund’ in India. Such funds have two key benefits :

The Income from such investments are treated as Capital Gain, hence taxed at maximum 10%, and 
Such investments apply a part of Equity in their portfolio which increases the probability of Capital 
appreciation also

Srikanth had 30 Lakhs already invested in FD, which we moved to three different Dynamic Asset
Allocation of his choice. By the age of 50 years, i.e. after 4 years of his investments he started taking
Rs. 24K per month from the portfolio (around Rs. 800 per lakh per month).

As on 12th Sept 2022, the portfolio table shown below is highly attractive and self-explanatory.
Besides monthly withdrawal, the capital appreciation of Rs. 20 Lakhs has made a total value of
investment of Rs. 50 Lakhs.
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CONTACT US

Callus:

www.wealthcareindia.com |

+91-9810184368

mukesh@wealthcareindia.com

Weprovidecompletesupporttoyouintermsoffulfillingallyourinvestmentobjectives 

orfinancialplans,bywayof motivation- correctcalculationsandmore!

Justcallat9810184368andFixaformaldiscussionsessionwithus 

weareheretohelpyou.

Disclaimer : Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks. Read all scheme related documents carefully. The NAVs of the 

schemes may go up or down depending upon the factors and forces affecting the securities market including the fluctuations in the 

interest rates. The past performance of the mutual funds is not necessarily indicative of future performance of the schemes. The Mutual 

Fund is not guaranteeing or assuring any dividend under any of the schemes and the same is subject to the availability and adequacy of 

distributable surplus.

Note : We are an AMFI registered Mutual Fund Distributors. We work closely with our customers to help them achieve their Financial

dreams by way of savings motivation, correct estimations and quick investment execution. We help you select the SIP according to your

risk profile and investment tenure.

A54A,LowerGroundFloor, LajpatNagar- II, 

NewDelhi-110024,India
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